Assignment 10

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our course rules, you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Which of the following words best describe a poem of the Medieval period?
   - Doublet
   - Ojibe
   - 19th century
   - 20th century
   - 21st century
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: Doublet

2. Which school of poetry is characterized by the use of non-prose language and performance poetry intended for public consumption?
   - Amoebic group poems
   - Blake Mountain poems
   - Movement poems
   - Leapyear poems
   - Holocaust group poems
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: Leapyear poems

3. Which poetic device is best illustrated in the concluding lines of Ted Hughes' "The Toadstool Fair"?
   - Tilt, with a sudden surge of fire
   - Barrel of the dark hole of the head
   - The xylophone till the cock frail
   - The page is spread
   - Occasioned pipes
   - Occasioned pipes
   - Accepted Answers: "The Toadstool Fair"

4. Which two classes does Seamus Heaney come from in his poem "Digging"?
   - Nature and work life
   - Art and life
   - Making meaning and listening to basic
   - Tradition and modernity
   - Public spheres and private space
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: Art and life

5. What does the poem employ the poetic technique of caesura in the lines given below?
   - He wanted to outlive, buried the bright edge deep
   - To notice new problems that we posited
   - Limping our cost health in our hands
   - Between "We cannot mix it with" and "bathed the bright edge dead"
   - "Bathed the bright edge dead" and "to notice new problems"
   - Between "We cannot mix it with" and "bathed the bright edge dead"
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: "We cannot mix it with"

6. Identify the form as well as the meter pattern presented in the following lines from Seamus Heaney's "Death of a Naturalist"?
   - All year the flaxseed lasted in the heart
   - Of the bower and green and airy tended
   - Two had withered, weighing down by heavy rake
   - Free verse, caesura, pantometer
   - Free verse, trochaic tetrameter
   - Blank verse, caesura pantometer
   - Free verse, caesura, trochaic tetrameter
   - Blank verse, trochaic pantometer
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: No, the answer is not listed

7. Which poem also appeared in Carol Ann Duffy's "The Birthday Poems: A Contemporary Selection of Birthday Poems"
   - "An Age"
   - "For All I Know"
   - "The Birthday Poems: A Contemporary Selection of Birthday Poems"
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: "An Age"

8. Which of these well-known female characters does Carol Ann Duffy write about in her revolutionary volume "The Birthday Poems: A Contemporary Selection of Birthday Poems"?
   - Mrs. Shadrack
   - Mrs. Ford
   - Mrs. Polit
   - Mrs. Volta
   - Mrs. Cleopatra
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: "The Birthday Poems: A Contemporary Selection of Birthday Poems"

9. Which poems of Shakespeare explore the power of the human voice in distant space and time?
   - "A Yoke"
   - "My Day Has Tum"
   - "To His Lord Lover"
   - "Tenafly"
   - "The Ghost"
   - No, the answer is not listed.
   - Accepted Answers: "A Yoke"

10. What is the predominant or multilingual pattern used in the poem "The Snow"?
    - Tense
    - Tenseless
    - Varsity
    - Anthology
    - Polymyth
    - No, the answer is not listed.
    - Accepted Answers: Polymyth